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Abstract

Sophisticated research projects and demanding stan-

dards require increased fidelity in rotorcraft flight dynam-

ics simulation.

The Eurocopter EC 135 helicopter will serve as the fu-

tureFlying Helicopter Simulator(FHS) research flight test

vehicle at DLR. Simulation for flight test support, hardware-

in-the-loop simulation and flight control system design are

particularly demanding in terms of flight dynamics model-

ing for the entire aircraft and its components.

In addition to its improved performance and augmented

safety, the Fan-in-Fin anti-torque concept features aerody-

namic enhancements that exclude the utilization of coarsely

adapted models forclassicaltail rotors.

This paper reviews a modeling approach developed at

the DLR Institute of Flight Research for high fidelity ro-

torcraft simulation. It consists of a combination of generic

nonlinear modeling with parametric modeling that proved

to substantially increase the accuracy of complex aerody-

namic models.

After an introductory overview on the technique and

concept of helicopter anti-torque generation, a thorough

investigation of the EC 135 Fenestron physics and aero-

dynamic behavior is presented.

The approach to improve existing models or respec-

tively to generate new formulations is presented and re-

viewed in detail for the improved Fenestron dynamics mod-

eling.

Results of the initial investigations are presented that

clarify the considerations to be taken into account for the
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integrated application of the combined approach.

Finally a brief introduction to the simulation and sys-

tem identification software is given since the successful re-

alization of the described modeling approach is directly de-

pending on powerful and specialized tools.

Symbols and Abbreviations

c rotor load coefficients ([cT , cl, cm]T ),−
t time,sec

u, v, w translational velocities

in body axis directions,m/sec

v0, v1, v2 flow velocitiesfar upstream,

at the rotor, andfar downstream, m/sec

vi Induced rotor velocity,m/sec

vv vertical free stream velocity,m/sec

p, q, r roll, pitch, yaw rate

with respect to body axes,rad/sec

Kp, Kq wake distortion parameter roll, pitch,−
KC wake contraction parameter (A1/A2),−
KT Fenestron thrust damping para-

meter,Nsec/rad

L̂ gain matrix,sec/m

M apparent mass matrix,−
S0, S1, S2 flow cross sectionfar upstream,

at the rotor, andfar downstream, m2

TFEN thrust generated by the Fenestron,N

β blade flapping angle,rad

λ inflow ratio ([λ0, λs, λc]T ),−
δx, δy, δ0, δP pilot cyclic longitudinal, cyclic lat-

eral, collective, pedal control input,%
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θ1s, θ1c longitudinal cyclic, lateral cyclic

blade pitch,rad

θFEN Fenestron collective control angle,rad

Ω main rotor rotational velocity,rad/sec

...0,c,s mean, cosine and sine component

...T,l,m thrust, lateral, longitudinal component

AFCS Automatic Flight Control System

BE Blade Element

DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt

(German Aerospace Center)

FCS Flight Control System

FHS Flying Helicopter Simulator

HOST Helicopter Overall Simulation Tool

MFCS Model Following Control System

ONERA Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches

Aérospatiales (French National

Aerospace Research Establishment)

PID Parameter Identification

1 Introduction

Among the state of the art rotorcraft in service today

are a variety of anti-torque systems, each of which have

their special advantages.

The classical tail rotor is still the most widely used

system which has the advantages of requiring relatively

low power while contributing positively to the helicopter’s

yaw damping and directional stability in forward flight [1].

Among the disadvantages of the tail rotor concept are the

fact that its exposed design may be dangerous for persons

on the ground and for the helicopter and the crew itself

when interfering with wires, trees etc.

Besides concepts like tandem or coaxial main rotors

two out of several advanced shaft driven anti-torque con-

cepts developed during the last decades made their way

into production. TheNOTARtechnology — introduced by

MD Helicopters on the MD500, MD600 and MD900 ro-

torcraft series — features no externally rotating rotor. A

variable pitch fan inside the root of the tail boom gener-

ates thrust that is led into the tail boom [2]. The anti-

torque momentum is obtained by exploitation of the so

calledCoanda Effectand a controllable nozzle at the end

of the tail boom. This system satisfies the safety consider-

ations and proved to be superior to conventional tail rotors

in terms of reduced noise emissions.

A third system, that proved its capabilities from the

1970ies onwards and which has been continuously improved

since its introduction, is theFan-in-Fin technology. Be-

Figure 1: EC 135 Fenestron.

sides the Russian Kamov Ka-60 series, the Boeing/Sikorsky

Comanche from the US and the Japanese Kawasaki OH-X

(each presently under development), the Franco-German

company Eurocopter offers the largest variety of rotorcraft

equipped with theirFenestronsystem (see figure 1).

A remarkable step in the development of the Fenestron

was the introduction of the EC 135 helicopter (see sec-

tion 2). In addition to its closed design, the Fan-in-Fin

concept offers a large variety of noise reduction opportuni-

ties. Additionally, this technology proved to have essential

advantages in performance compared to the open tail ro-

tor. This results mainly from the exploitation of the effects

that are provided by the aerodynamically ducted shroud

but also from the vertical fin and/or the tail boom being no

longer directly in the flow.

Both, the NOTAR as well as the Fenestron, represent a

significant increase in complexity compared to the (already

not trivial) tail rotor system. The mechanical complexity as

well as the one resulting from the complex aerodynamics

involved lead to challenging problems and questions for

the design and research engineers.

In the era of extensive numerical analysis in each phase

of the product design cycle, mathematical modeling of the

helicopter aerodynamics and flight dynamics has become

a key discipline. The numerical description of the anti-

torque device is a central part of this effort. Two exem-

plary areas where high model fidelity is essential are the

development of training simulation, where a certain level
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of fidelity is required to qualify the simulator according to

international standards [3, 4], and Flight Control System

(FCS) design, where the computer needs to have an accu-

rate description of the plant in order to provide satisfactory

and safe control.

The EC 135 will serve as basic helicopter for the Fly-

ing Helicopter Simulator (FHS) which currently finishes

its development at DLR and industry [5]. For the FHS a

flight dynamics model is needed which shall be used for

evaluating integrated system hardware and software prior

to the flight tests in ground based piloted simulation as well

as serving for the design of the Model Following Control

System (MFCS) for which exceptional accuracy is crucial

[6].

The aerodynamic models for the Fan-in-Fin technol-

ogy appear to still have deficiencies mainly in the correct

prediction of the thrust response to dynamic control inputs.

With sophisticated projects like the FHS under develop-

ment and the introduction and support of new high per-

formance helicopters, an improvement of the Fan-in-Fin

dynamic response prediction becomes a high priority.

This paper deals with an approach to face these chal-

lenges with techniques that combine nonlinear analytical

modeling with parametric optimization. This approach al-

ready proved to be effective in improving the model fidelity

inside a complex nonlinear aerodynamics model environ-

ment [7]. For the Fenestron modeling this approach is be-

ing further extended.

Promising initial results encourage to proceed as they

already show significant improvements in the prediction

of on-axis yaw response and additionally improvements in

the coupled axis behavior simulation.

2 Relevant Design Features and Physical Ef-

fects

Especially in performance and the reduction of noise

emission the revised EC 135 Fenestron (see figure 2) con-

tains major improvements compared to older models such

as those installed on the SA 341 ”Gazelle” or the AS 365

”Dauphin” types.

The newly introduced noise reduction measures and

performance improvements include [8]:

• a larger diameter to decrease the required power and

thus the Fenestron rotor blade tip speeds,

• unequal rotor blade spacing to modulate the harmonic

noise peaks over a larger bandwidth,

R o t o r

S t a t o r

C o l l e c t o rD i f f u s o r

Figure 2: The Fenestron in Detail [8].

• an equally spaced stator stage behind the rotor in

the flow to convert the energy of the swirl flow into

thrust by pressure recovery and thus allow to further

reduce blade tip speeds,

• inclined stator radial orientation to prevent pressure

peaks caused by bypassing rotor blades,

• revised and more efficient airfoils with spanwise vari-

able relative thickness,

• revised collector and diffusor profiles, and

• optimized drive shaft design and position.

The unequally spaced 10-blade rotor and the stator in

the flow are the most visible contributions to the improve-

ments of the already advantageous characteristics of the

Fenestron. These improvements, making it more sophis-

ticated and more complex, also renders more difficult the

task of a mathematical description of the system.

The rotor features as one of its particularities a relatively

high blade twist compared to conventional tail rotors. Con-

sidering low blade root angles in forward flight it occurs

that the inner part of the Fenestron rotor blades generates

positive inflow while the outer parts of the blades generate

negative inflow.

Figure 6 shows the computation of the induced veloci-

tiesvi of an isolated, fixed EC 135 Fenestron rotor (without

shroud and stator). The results are given for a steady state

sweep of the control angleθFEN for each of the assumed

five Blade Elements (BE). It can be seen that e.g. for a con-

trol angle ofθFEN = 0 deg (which corresponds to a posi-

tive effective blade root angle of incidence) the innermost

BE ring still generates a positive inflow of approximately

6 m/sec while the outermost BE ring accounts already for
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a negative inflow of−8 m/sec. This generates a complex

flow field to be considered.

In addition, the high number of blades and the decreased

diameter of the Fenestron leads to a particularly high solid-

ity which needs to be considered as suggested by [9].

The stator replaces the (formerly cylindrical) attachment

struts as mechanical component of the Fenestron. Its aero-

dynamic benefit is the energy recovery that results from the

conversion of the rotating flow coming from the rotor into

an axial flow while the energy is converted into additional

thrust. It proved to straighten the swirl flow almost entirely

by 15 to 20 deg for a typical working state [8].

The collector is shape optimized for maximum suction.

In this configuration it approximately doubles the thrust the

unshrouded rotor would generate (in hover). In sideways

flight this ratio increases or decreases according to flight

direction while in forward flight the collector was found to

generally increase the rotor thrust by a factor greater than

2 [10]. Additional design constraints are the avoidance of

flow separation at the innermost point which is achieved by

maintaining a minimum depth and radius of the collector.

For the entire arrangement this demand is contra produc-

tive to the forward flight aerodynamics optimization since

a slim cross section is more favorable in terms of drag min-

imization.

The diffusor is designed to expand the flow exiting the

stator. Deviating from the classical subsonic diffusor the-

ory that indicates an ideal opening angle of roughly20 deg

the opening angle is limited to about10 deg for construc-

tive reasons. This is to prevent the flow through the Fen-

estron from turning instable in the presence of main rotor

wake at low horizontal speeds [8].

The entire arrangement of yaw control and anti-torque

generation comprises the comparably large vertical fin and

the vertical end plates at the horizontal stabilizer. The fin

and the end plates are inclined (see figure 3) in a way to de-

velop a side force in forward flight that takes over the anti-

torque generation from the Fenestron. Measurements pre-

sented in [11] show that beginning from a forward speed

of approximately80 kts the fin generates all the necessary

side force. In that flight regime the Fenestron is exclusively

used for directional flight control.

Other forward flight considerations are concerned with

the surrounding flow field the Fenestron (or any other tail

Figure 3: General helicopter layout.

rotor device) operates in. So it gets into the zone of main

rotor downwash as horizontal speed increases. Further-

more it turns out of the fuselage wake and into the free

stream when the helicopter reacts to pedal or longitudinal

cyclic control input.

Investigations and modeling is an ongoing challenge

since the introduction of Fan-in-Fin anti-torque systems.

Thorough knowledge has been developed and published

for Fan-in-Fin performance and steady state operation (e.g.

in [12]). However, even when validated and optimized

with wind tunnel data, the steady state approaches develop

significant deficiencies when operated in dynamic simula-

tions. Besides the theories applied in [9], Kothmann [13]

approaches the dynamics formulation by introducing an

adapted dynamic inflow model.

Although these improvements are promising first steps,

further improvements are necessary to improve flight con-

trol and AFCS design that critically depend on precise yaw

control models.

3 Modeling Approaches

Two classical approaches are common in rotorcraft sys-

tem modeling. On one hand analytical modeling based on

detailed knowledge of the occurring physical phenomena,

represented by the right column in figure 4. This leads

to precise and widely applicable models if the physics is
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I d e n t i f i c a t i o nS y s t e m  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n S y s t e m  S i m u l a t i o n

Figure 4: Three columns modeling philosophy.

thoroughly known but also to very complex formulations

which degrade the real time capability of the entire model.

On the other hand parametric modeling (see the left col-

umn in figure 4) combines runtime efficiency with global

model structures that do not require that extensive knowl-

edge of the concerned phenomena. These widely linear

models are more or lessblack boxesthat do not allow an

insight into the physics as the analytical modeling pro-

vides. Thus, specific improvements of model components

from gained knowledge of the physics are hardly possible.

Furthermore, limitations to small perturbation assumptions

about a stationary point require efforts to open the linear

models to the entire envelope of the concerned aircraft.

The DLR Institute of Flight Research is developing a

technique to combine the advantages of both approaches

described above which is illustrated by the center column

in figure 4. It consists of the systematic application of non-

linear models that incorporate parametric terms — either

derived during model creation or specific extensions to the

nonlinear models — that are being identified by parameter

optimization procedures. With this approach it proved to

be possible to generate high fidelity models that allow real

time application keeping their physical structure transpar-

ent [7].

The generically derived models available today for Fan-

in-Fin devices mostly consist of adapted models that have

originally been developed for classical (tail) rotors. Af-

ter an examination of the applied theories with respect to

the Fenestron architecture and physics, these theories have

been tuned by introducing global factors for the thrust gen-

eration according to actuator disc theory.

The wake contraction factorKC adapts the actuator

disc theory that derives thrust from the increase in velocity

caused by the rotor fromfar upstreamto far downstream

of the rotor disc. As schematically illustrated in figure 7,

for a free stream rotor (shown on the left hand side) the

velocity at a point far downstream (index 2) equals twice

the induced velocityvi through the rotor (index 1) plus a

vertical velocityvv when the rotor experiences a vertical

motion (i.e. a sideways or yaw motion for helicopter tail

rotors).

Deviating from this classical rotor theory, the wake of

a rotor inside a cylindrical shroud is considered not to con-

tract but to propagate in a parallel way. Thus the velocity

far downstream of the rotor equals the total inflow velocity

at the rotor beingv2 = v1 = vv + vi.

This assumption has been used with some success also

for rotors with aerodynamically shaped shroud — sketched

on the right hand side of figure 7. However, optimizations

using whirl tower tests performed by Eurocopter revealed

values forKC significantly lower than1 for far down-

stream velocity assumptions according to equation (1).

v2 = vv + KC vi (1)

This has been explained not only by flow widening

caused by the diffusor but also by the representation of

losses at the rotor due to viscosity and flow gyration ef-

fects in this parameter. When the flow direction inverts,

the contraction parameter is found to be even inferior to

the value for positive inflow. This additional decrease is

attributed to the poor diffusion provided by the collector.

When working with models derived in the explained

manner, a phenomenon occurs that is significant for the

deficiencies of present generic Fan-in-Fin models. The dy-

namic simulation shows an overprediction in the yaw re-

sponse of the helicopter, i.e. an underestimation of system

damping to dynamic yaw control input as shown in fig-

ure 8. It shows the simulated response (dash-dotted, red)

of the EC 135 to a 3-2-1-1 pedal input at65 kts forward

flight compared to the measured values from the flight test

(solid, blue).

It can be clearly seen that beginning with the control

input the predicted value of the yaw rater — shown on the

lower right of the figure — shows the correct trends and

directions but overshoots the measured value significantly.

Only some seconds after the termination of the control in-

put, the predicted signal appears to recapture the measured

one where the investigation stops.

On the lower left side of figure 8 the roll ratep is shown

to represent the coupling behavior and its prediction of the

aircraft. Here as well, the response appears to be overpre-

dicted but not as heavily as for the on-axis yaw response.
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Again, the trends appear to be mostly correct.

From analyzing the case depicted in figure 8 it is di-

rectly visible that the approaches of adapted tail rotor mod-

els do not match satisfactorily the demands of a high qual-

ity Fenestron simulation. New approaches for generic mod-

eling of such devices are inevitable.

The parametric derivative models are generally better

suited to deal with not precisely known physics which is

due to the global character of these approaches [14]. To

estimate the values of the used derivatives the application

of a system identification procedure is necessary where the

parameters are tuned by use of wind tunnel, flight test, or

test rig data.

Studies have been undertaken to identify linear deriva-

tive models of the EC 135 helicopter. A model structure

has been used that proved capable for identification of ro-

torcraft such as the BO 105. These models were fully

linearized 6 DOF formulations with identified coefficients

for the impact of the rigid body motion (represented by

the translational velocities[u, v, w] and the angular rates

[p, q, r]) and the pilot control input[δx, δy, δ0, δP ] on the

applied global forces and moments.

It turned out, however, that these models were inade-

quate to deal with the Fenestron equipped EC 135 as good

as with conventional helicopter types.

One effect that shows a typical behavior of an EC 135

simulation with these identified linear models is depicted

in figure 9. It shows the simulation of the yaw rate response

to a 3-2-1-1 pedal input compared to the same flight test

data shown in figure 8.

The most evident impression one get from comparing

figure 9 with figure 8 is that no overprediction occurs but

that the overall match of the flight test data appears to be

relatively good. Still a deviation starting approximately

after second90 indicates an unsymmetrical response pre-

diction that was not captured by the system identification

procedure. This is a clear evidence of existing Fenestron

specific physical phenomena that are not able to be rep-

resented in the utilized parametric helicopter model struc-

ture.

Since figure 9 shows the result of a flight case at65 kts

forward flight, the Fenestron can be considered to operate

practically idle in the absence of yaw control input (see

section 2). So, the flow direction through the Fenestron

can be considerednegative(in the sensediffusor⇒ collec-

tor) for the first input after second85; thenpositive(col-

lector⇒ diffusor) for the input at second89 — here the

response fairly matched the flight test data; then againneg-

ative for the input starting after second91. Here a clear

disagreement can be observed for thenegativeinflow con-

dition while the next positive step response is matched bet-

ter again.

This result leads to the conclusion that classical linear

derivative models used for rotorcraft system identification

and simulation do not qualify entirely for an anti-torque de-

vice with as unsymmetrical flow phenomena occurring as

at the EC 135 Fenestron. Further investigations executed

at DLR obtained improvements in these specific results by

utilizing more sophisticated model structures. However,

the disadvantage of the derivative models is that they do

not lead to the specific model deficiencies in the way an

analytical setup would do. While even an improved deriva-

tive model structure stays at a global level, a generic model

permits the specific improvements of model components

considered to be deficient.

The combined parametric/analytical modeling keeps

this advantage of detailed model improvements and offers

in addition the possibility to do this even if the applied

physics are not known thoroughly enough to contribute

with entirely generic model improvements.

In [7] an example is given where the cross coupling

behavior of a BO 105 helicopter has been significantly im-

proved for hover and level flight conditions. This has been

achieved by utilizing an extended dynamic inflow equation

for the main rotor aerodynamics. ThisParametric Wake

Distortion formulation (2) based on [15, 16, 17] consists

of the basicPitt & Petersequation extended by a paramet-

ric term that feeds back the relative roll and pitch motion

between the rotor disc and the fuselage to the induced ve-

locity distribution over the rotor.

M λ̇ + L̂
−1

λ = c +
1
Ω

L̂
−1




0
Kp (p− β̇s)
Kq (q − β̇c)


 (2)

Substantial improvements in the axis coupling prediction

have been shown by identifying thewake distortion pa-

rametersKp andKq.

This model is ideally suited for the combined approach

symbolized by the center column in figure 4. The wake

distortion of a maneuvering helicopter has been assessed

as one of the influences on the deficiencies in the axis cross

coupling prediction of rotorcraft in hover. Since a suitable

formulation of the aerodynamic effects was not available,

a parametric term has been added to the inflow equation
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in a way that promised to improve the results. Finally, the

system identification provided the corresponding values of

the parameters that led to the improvement.

This idea is being followed for the improvement of the

Fenestron modeling with the considerations and adapta-

tions derived in section 4.

4 Combined Approach for Fenestron Mod-

eling

There are basically two methods to apply the combined

parametric/analytical modeling approach.

Existing models can be modified in a way that spe-

cific elements are being extended byerror termscontain-

ing parameters that are believed to compensate observed

deficiencies when being identified. This method qualifies

mainly for cases where the deficiencies are not that sub-

stantial that an entirely new model creation is necessary or

for cases where it is possible to attribute the deficiencies

precisely enough to a model component — i.e. a physical

phenomenon — that a specific extension by a parametric

term leads to satisfactory results.

Alternatively, if the knowledge of the physical reason

of the deficiencies is not thorough enough to directly apply

the method described above, a new model structure may be

set up. This model then incorporates directly parameters

in submodels that are not to be created entirely from the

physics or where a possible analytical formulation would

lead to unacceptable computational loads. An example for

this method could be the exploitation of thewake contrac-

tion factorKC explained in section 3 and visualized in fig-

ure 7. This would evade a complex aerodynamic descrip-

tion of the flow field in the proximity of the Fan-in-Fin

device.

Since the wake contraction is of rather global influence

to the Fan-in-Fin model it has to be treated with care. In

the presence of parameters more deeply embedded in the

model structure, these global factors should be used with

reduced weighting. This is to avoid negative interference

of parameters in differentmodel levelswhen the system is

being identified. For the example of the wake contraction

parameter this means that physically more specific para-

metric models (e.g. models of losses at the rotor due to

viscosity effects or of flow swirl mentioned is this context

in section 3) may affect the overall response prediction. In

that case the priority (i.e. a higher parameter weighting

in the identification) should be given to the moreinterior

parametric models.

Currently both of these methods are used at DLR to

generate improved mathematical models with enhanced fi-

delity in the prediction of the dynamical behavior of the

EC 135 Fenestron. They are considered to lead to the best

results when being applied simultaneously, i.e. when the

information drawn from anerror model identificationcan

be useful for the creation of a combined nonlinear para-

metric model.

To illustrate this principle, again a rather global effort

to improve the dynamic Fenestron response prediction is

depicted in figure 10. The basic idea is to add damping

to the system by extending the Fenestron thrust computa-

tion by an error term that feeds back the yaw rate and thus

increases the damping in the predicted yaw response ac-

cording to equation 3.

TFEN = TFEN + KT r (3)

Again the same flight test shown in the previous fig-

ures has been used so that figure 8 can be referred to as the

nominal, nonoptimized case forKT = 0 Nsec/rad. For

the result shown in figure 10 the extended thrust formu-

lation (3) has been identified leading to an estimated yaw

damping factor ofKT = −3505 Nsec/rad building the

goal function with the yaw rater in order to minimize the

error between the measured and predicted value of the yaw

rate. It can be observed that the optimization led to the

desired effect of an increased damping in the prediction of

the yaw rater (shown on the lower right of the figure). In-

stead of the overshoot, again an unsymmetrical response is

predicted for the respective inflow directions into the Fen-

estron. For the coupled roll ratep depicted in the lower

left graph of figure 10 the slight overshoot seen in figure 8

has been damped as well although it is clearly to be seen

that there are deficiencies remaining that are the object of

further investigations.

Certainly the model proposed in equation (3) was not

believed to compensate all the deficits in the entire Fene-

stron formulation. Still, this analysis provides useful in-

formation for the set-up of a new and more sophisticated

model. It showed that the addition of damping to the sys-

tem is capable to deal with the overshoot in both on and

off-axis response predictions. This has to be kept in mind

when a newly generated model element shows the charac-

teristics of a damping term so that special attention can be

paid to the development of these submodels. This may be

done either by enhanced analytical modeling or by the in-

troduction of an additional parametric formulation where
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considered necessary. So, these observations of the behav-

ior of an identified parametric model can be of benefit to

both parametric and generic modeling approaches.

In addition to the observations stated above, figure 10

demonstrates an issue that needs to be taken into account

to successfully apply parametric identification in the way

proposed in this paper. After the termination of the input

signal at second95 the prediction of the yaw rate shows

a considerable discrepancy to the flight test data. In fact,

compared to figure 8, the non-optimized case shows a bet-

ter prediction in this region. This means that if the identi-

fication is being executed for the entire time range of the

simulation this would lead to a useless and nonoptimal re-

sult. Literally seen, the algorithm would improve the pre-

diction for the first ten seconds, then find that with this the

prediction of the last five seconds is getting worse and so

adapt the parameter to deal with both effects which leads to

a paradox situation for the identification. Since it was the

goal to improve the damping characteristics for the region

of overshoot, i.e. first ten seconds, the identification only

leads to satisfying results when being applied only for this

time period. For the analysis depicted in figure 10 the iden-

tification has been executed for the time period between85
and94 sec providing the most adequate result. The para-

metric model (3) that is expected to improve the result is

not intended to deal with other deficiencies and so it does

not qualify to deal with other effects encountered in this

simulation.

Initial investigations provided the information that an

offset in the prediction of the roll rate and thus a drift in roll

attitude are the main contributions to these deficiencies in

the prediction of the yaw rate. An analysis that used the roll

ratep as open loop input from the flight test data provided

the result shown in figure 11. It shows that withideal roll

rate prediction, the long term response is captured better

than shown in figure 10.

Theguidedroll rate naturally results in a nominal sim-

ulation (KT = 0 Nsec/rad — dash-dotted, red) that dif-

fers from the corresponding one shown in figure 8. The

identification of equation (3) has been done leading to a

Fenestron damping parameter ofKT = −3020 Nsec/rad

and a simulated response depicted by the green, dashed

line. Again, the identification was performed for the time

period from85 to 94 sec since the considerations for the

damping optimization remain the same as for the previ-

ous case. It is obvious that the roll-yaw coupling needs

to be regarded as a central factor in the overall simulation

fidelity.

This process of analyzing the obtained results of the

identification applied according to this approach shows that

a thorough knowledge of the physics and the optimization

procedure is essential to get to the desired results.

Note that some of the discrepancies for all three, fig-

ure 8, figure 10, and 11, result from the flight test data be-

ing recorded at a not ideally trimmed state of the helicopter.

A slight but noticeable movement in both roll and yaw mo-

tion can be observed at the beginning seconds while the

controls still have been held fixed in position. This is as-

sumed to be the effect of a smalldutch roll motion which

can not be compensated for the simulation. Even if this ef-

fect is small, it shows the importance of high quality flight

test data to be used for system identification procedures.

5 Simulation and Optimization

This section is to give a brief overview over the soft-

ware and algorithms applied for this analysis.

As being described in [7] and [18] the work has been

executed using the comprehensiveHOST(Helicopter Over-

all Simulation Tool) system. HOST is the standard rotor-

craft simulation software used by the industry and pub-

lic research in Germany and France. Developed by Euro-

copter France from the beginning of the 1990ies onwards,

it is in use at the entire Eurocopter corporation as well as

at ONERA and DLR who jointly improve and extend the

system to meet the state of the art modeling, simulation,

and post-processing requirements.

HOST consists of a powerful module for nonlinear sim-

ulation which serves as the core function for the described

work. Furthermore it is capable to provide analysis and

evaluation for most disciplines necessary for helicopter and

tilt rotor development and research. Among these are ro-

tor dynamics, eigenmode analysis, linearization and linear

simulation, real-time code generation and others.

A parameter identification (PID) module has been inte-

grated and constantly improved throughout the recent years.

It consists of a second order gradient output error mini-

mization technique solved by a modified Newton-Raphson

(Gauß-Newton) procedure. Its introduction into the HOST

environment represents a remarkable extension of the ca-

pabilities that HOST offers. The separation from thestan-

dard HOST procedures, the GUI based interface (see fig-

ure 5), and its intentional handling make it easy to under-

stand and to apply.

It is important to note that this PID procedure is not

comparable to the system identification tools used for lin-
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Figure 5: HOST parameter identification menu.

ear derivative model identification with a large number of

parameters to be identified simultaneously for the entire

system in one attempt. It is intended to deal with specific

parameters inside the model environment and to offer the

user a large variety of possibilities to influence the proce-

dure depending on the investigated case. These possibil-

ities to adjust the system identification have proved to be

of essential importance for the analysis described in sec-

tions 3 and 4.

Among other features it allows the user easily by a

mostly self explaining menu interface to

• specify the variables for the computation of the goal

function,

• allocate a weighting to the chosen parameters and

thus balance the influence of the associated effects

to the identification,

• choose a certain time range out of the total simula-

tion time for the identification in order to concentrate

on an area of specific interest (see section 4),

• use a set of multiple reference data (e.g. from wind

tunnel or flight tests) to concatenate which proved

necessary for cases of multiple parameter identifica-

tions [7], and

• identify dynamic or static (e.g. trim) phenomena or a

combination of both if the optimization of a param-

eter influences both the prediction of the dynamic

behavior to control input as well as the trim state.

Since this PID module is directly linked to the nonlin-

ear simulation kernel, it is ideally suited for the combined

parametric/analytical approach described above. Its con-

tinuous improvement in close dialog between DLR and

ONERA allows to tailor it to the current requirements of

the HOST user community and makes it to a central ele-

ment in the Franco-German flight dynamics modeling and

simulation research activities.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

The Fan-in-Fin anti-torque system presents special chal-

lenges for aerodynamic modeling. Current formulations

using classical approaches like a generic analytical model-

ing or a parametric derivative model set-up do not lead to

results as satisfying in dynamic response prediction fidelity

as they provide for conventional tail rotors.

The physical phenomena observed at the EC 135 Fen-

estron have been assessed regarding their influence on the

aerodynamics to be considered for Fenestron mathematical

formulations and their potential impact on the deficiencies

of currently available models. The transition to forward

flight requires special attention for the EC 135 tail arrange-

ment since in that condition the anti-torque effect is being

obtained entirely by the inclined vertical fin and the end

plates at the horizontal stabilizer. This leads to an inflow

through the Fenestron inpositiveas well as innegativedi-

rection on pedal control input.

The DLR Institute of Flight Research is developing

an approach combining nonlinear generic model structures

with parametric formulations that may be optimized apply-

ing system identification techniques. This combined ap-

proach is proposed for the generation of improved flight

dynamics models of the Fenestron system.

The approach is being analyzed in detail with respect

to Fenestron simulation and identification results. Several

examples confirm the conclusion that it qualifies for the ap-

plication in this field of highly sophisticated aerodynamics

and flight mechanics modeling.

The entire work is strongly dependent on specialized

simulation and system identification codes. These are avail-

able to DLR and its partners within theHOST rotorcraft

simulation software and its integrated parameter identifi-

cation module. This module is ideally suited to optimize

parameters embedded inside the nonlinear rotorcraft model

structure.

Next steps will be the creation and successive exten-

sion of a new comprehensive formulation of the Fenestron

system. These models will be generated directly in an inte-

grated analytical/parametric way by using the system iden-

tification iteratively to analyze the effects of certain para-

metric extensions and revise the model structure.
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The preliminary investigations show promising results

that encourage to expect substantial improvements for the

modeling activities of the EC 135 Fenestron system and in

the whole domain flight dynamics and simulation.
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Figure 8: Simulation with standard generic Fenestron model.
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Figure 9: Identified linear derivative model simulation.
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Figure 10: Simulation with yaw damping optimized generic Fenestron model.
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Figure 11: Simulation with nominal/yaw damping optimized generic Fenestron model (roll rate from flight test).
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